. Literate Visualization code (left) and output (centre and right) for a design exposition that elicits user feedback.
INTRODUCTION
Visualization both as an academic discipline and as a practice cannot progress unless we have the means to build upon the lessons learned from prior visualization work. In turn this requires us to be able to capture and share the process of visualization design and rationales that drive it. If the cost of doing this is too great, or the ways in which it can be achieved are unclear, we risk stagnation as we repeat mistakes or invest unnecessary effort in reinventing established good practice. We propose a solution to address these concerns that involves communicating design and documenting design choices using the emerging 'computational notebook' paradigm.
Literate visualization is an approach to visualization design and production that involves not only creating visual artifacts, but also generating a narrative around the design process using light-touch documentation in parallel with its production. It provides a high degree of flexibility for doing so while allowing structure to be applied to guide this process. The intent is to encourage a shift towards a deep coupling of coding process with the design process by integrating the documentation of both simultaneously. We base the approach on that of 'literate programming' proposed by Donald Knuth [15] , but adapted and extended to address the distinct needs of visualization construction. The main contributions of the work reported in this paper are fourfold:
• A theoretical framework for considering the paradigm of literate visualization which provides researchers and practitioners a language and ontology for considering how we conduct integrated visualization design, description and implementation processes.
• A model for supporting branching narratives in visualization design storytelling that links narrative and implementation.
• A set of extensible narrative schemas for supporting and validating a wide range of visualization design processes.
• A open source platform, litvis, which supports literate visualization including live coding and linting, formatted narratives, branching narratives and narrative schemas, all in a single editing environment.
To illustrate the contributions of this work we describe a scenario in which litivs might be used before developing a justification for the approach and details of its implementation.
Carol is investigating changes in household income over time and wishes to use visualization to identify patterns of inequality and then communicate them to others. She opens up a new document in the Atom editor and adds a one-line text header indicating it is a litvis document. After copying the contents of a CSV file of household income data from 1960 -2016 into the document she adds a couple of lines of text describing the data source and a single line that assigns the columns of data to a named function. She creates a second document in Atom and writes a header of two-lines, the first linking to the data document, the second linking to a Socratic questioning schema (supplied with litvis). She starts to code in Elm, generating the Vega-Lite specification to create a series of timelines showing changes in household income for various percentiles in the income distribution. Errors in her code are flagged in the editor with messages as to the likely cause, helping her to correct them. Because she is using the Socratic question schema, the editor flags a warning that she has not yet stated why she has chosen to use time series line charts to meet her objective. She adds a couple of sentences after her code to do this, but in doing so it occurs to her that there may be a more effective way to visualize the data. So she creates a new document, again linking it to the original data document and adding the Socratic questioning schema, but this time she codes a connected scatterplot showing the change over time for the 5% and 95% income bands, adding brief statements justifying her design choice. Carol can now switch between the two designs and their justifications in Atom before eventually deciding to choose the connected scatterplot. She creates a final document that links to the connected scatterplot document, performs her analysis and adds an explanation of the income patterns she observes. She shares the collection of four documents with a colleague who is able to review her two alternative designs and read her analysis of the data. Her colleague notes that there are new household income data available including a correction to some of the historic data. He updates the data in the first document adding a note on the changes within the same document. The changes automatically cascade through all other documents updating the visualization. He notes the changes and confirms that the analysis text and conclusions remain valid.
LITERATE PROGRAMMING AND LITERATE VISUALIZATION
Literate Visualization (LV) can be thought of as a form of storytelling where the designers of some visualization specify not only its implementation, but also the rationale behind the design of the implementation. It is therefore a tight coupling of textual narrative and more formal implementation specification such as executable programming instructions. Importantly, that coupling should be seen as not simply expressed retrospectively in a document, but as a shift in emphasis in the process of working through a visualization design to its implementation. In this sense, it can be seen as an extension of Knuth's literate programming (LP) [15] and its more recent data science framing as a form of 'computational narrative' [25] .
Knuth proposed that LP should be considered primarily an approach for communicating between people rather than a dialogue solely between programmer and computer. He proposed the writing of integrated documents that contained both instructions for creating typeset text for human consumption (weaving) as well as conventional source code to be compiled into lower level machine instructions (tangling).
He did this by inverting the relationship between commented and uncommented code in a source code document so that by default all text is assumed to be natural language prose while program instructions are delineated within special blocks. The approach was driven by a number of principles and assumptions:
(i) Writing and reading code should afford all the nuance that comes with writing and reading conventional literature.
(ii) The LP author should consider their document primarily to be a narrative forming a dialogue between people, with compiled code a secondary byproduct.
(iii) 'Tangled' source code should be deliberately obfuscated to encourage people to engage with the formatted 'weave'.
(iv) The narrative structure of LP should be the one most natural for communication with other people, not one determined by the programming language.
(v) By forcing the programmer/author to contextualise their code, assumptions are questioned and implicit knowledge is made explicit, resulting in better quality code.
Later adaptations of Knuth's LP approach have placed less importance on (iii) and developments in programming languages have made it easier to follow (iv). In focussing on (iv), Taylor [35] recognised three levels of narrative structuring: semi-literate programming where 'comments' are simply elevated to first class elements in a text document (e.g. literate Haskell [11] , or literate-mode coffeeScript [5] ); literate projection or symphonic programming where code blocks can be named and cross referenced in any order; and artistic programming that can mix multiple languages with arbitrary selections and transformations of code segments. In the context of visualization, the 'artistic programming' model is an important one as it allows the transformation of visualization coding instructions into rendered graphical output. Arguably, 'notebook' environments, dating back at least as far as Mathematica in 1988 [38] , but more recently those such as JupyterLab Notebook [12] , R-Markdown [29] and Observable [2] adopt many elements of the artistic programming model.
In adapting the LP approach to visualization design, it is important to consider the critiques of LP and why it has not been used more widely since being proposed in 1984. Spinellis [34] argues that selfdocumenting code, if designed well, is more valuable than the repetition that results in explicit comments describing code and that modern programming platforms with higher level abstractions implicitly satisfy the aims of the LP approach. We argue that in the context of visualization, a key characteristic of the narrative emphasis is not on describing an implementation, but in documenting the detail of the design process and contextualising the graphic -something not usually captured in a programming language, whatever the level of abstraction.
Giuca [9] , discussing literate Haskell, asserts that the additional burden of writing a literate narrative on top of coding instructions is too cumbersome to justify the effort. While Knuth argues that the discipline of constructing such narratives saves effort in the long run through better coding design, it does appear a credible argument that the perceived initial extra effort required has been off-putting to most programmers. In an analysis of 1.3 million Jupyter notebooks that facilitate computational narratives, Rule et al. observe that 27% of them contain no textual narrative at all and that the majority that do, focus the narrative at the start of a document most probably in an introductory context [30] . What emerges from these observations is that any environment that supports LP or LV must make the process of adding narrative as low-friction as possible and present the benefits of doing so as early as possible. This may explain the recent emergence of the 'notebook' approach of JupyterLab and Observable for example. We address these concerns explicitly, including their unused potential as observed by Rule et al., in Section 4.
Agaram [1] suggests the emphasis of Knuth's approach to literate programming, especially the use of his T E X typesetting program for formatting narrative has resulted in people prioritising aesthetically pleasing output over clear and persuasive narrative. While one can argue this isn't a problem with LP directly, but the way it has been used (especially in the first few years of its uptake), there remains a valid criticism that there are few pointers available to the literate programmer to encourage effective narrative construction. Wolfram's model for the 'computational essay' provides some helpful guidance [38] , especially on the role of reasoning, but it remains somewhat informal in its approach to narrative construction. LV, where a design narrative may be further removed from the implementation details, may be more vulnerable to this problem. We address the criticism with our proposal for narrative schemas (Section 5) and show how these can be used to support and enhance existing visualization design models.
The tension between effective narrative sequencing and the chronology of development can mean that the story one tells at the start of a project isn't the same as one told at the end [3] . Writing the narrative from the start makes it harder to change, while writing it from a position of retrospection after a design project has completed risks failing to capture how designs and assumptions changed over the project lifetime. Related to this is the danger of the sunk cost fallacy where the extra documentation effort during a project may make it harder to iterate designs as designers become more defensive about what they have already produced. The implications of this for an LV environment is that the cost of providing a narrative must be minimised along with the ability to capture and move between alternative designs. We address these concerns with an emphasis on light-touch documentation (Section 4) and our proposal for branching narratives (Section 6).
Capturing the design process as it happens allows designers to accumulate evidence supporting validity claims in visualization research. This may be achieved by situating visualization design within process and decision models [19, 24, 32, 33] that provide actionable guidance on effective visualization design. By articulating the rationale for design choices [20] the aim is to ensure knowledge generated through visualization is considered valid -a critical foundation for applied work in our domain. Yet these models lack actionable guidance on how we describe and document the designs that we create and the decisions that we make during this process.
Easily generated textual narrative provides an opportunity to document these activities. Structuring these narratives with schemas can relate them to existing visualization process and decision models should we wish, offering a mechanism for describing the designs that we create through these frameworks. We see this as an opportunity to support existing models with rich accounts of how and why a design has been established as it is developed. These will enable others to make informed validity judgments, develop critique and build upon the lessons learned from the documented designs and design process. For example, the Nested Blocks and Guidelines Model contributes a structure that "strives to make explicit the design decisions and assumptions that process models tend to omit" [22] . Through its schemas and narratives, our software litvis, provides a flexible mechanism to support use of this model through documenting decisions, assumptions and reactions explicitly as part of the design process.
DESIGN EXPOSITION
A key distinction between LV and LP is that in the visualization context, the narrative is often focussed on the visualization design, its rationale and its effect rather than the mechanism of its implementation. This also helps differentiate LV from the data science computational narrative with its emphasis on data analysis and interpretation. Or to use the language of the Design Activity Framework [20] , the why is promoted as a first class citizen along with the how.
Constructing a visualization involves a set of design choices and implementations that follow those choices. Activities where those design choices are articulated, whether by the designer to themselves, to other designers, to potential users of the visualization or to wider communities, we refer to as design exposition (DE) . DE may take many forms and vary in degree, ranging from inline comments within programming code, through informal conversations with colleagues, through handwritten annotations and sketches of candidate visualizations (e.g. [28] ), to formal documentation of design choices and evaluation. Indeed the notion of what constitutes an exposition of design is itself inherently difficult to define as it may include informal and ambiguously expressed ideas and implementations inseparable from their design abstractions or data [18] . Nevertheless, exposition can assist in exploring design spaces, developing arguments, informing evaluation and supporting reflection. And yet there is likely great variation among practitioners in the degree to which DE features in the development of visualization. That may be in part due to the effort required to articulate, communicate and justify design choices but also to the lack of established convention for doing so.
Many conventions exist for structuring design processes, such as the nine-stage model [32] , multi-channel design [40] , the design activity framework [20] or even comprehensive design space evaluation [21] for visualization and more generally, Design Rationale [23, 27] for explaining design thinking. But they offer little guidance on how best to express the results of these processes within a written narrative. This deep engagement can provide valuable insight and documented design thinking for others to build upon but may also be regarded as high friction activity that can slow down the development process or even discourage it entirely. The analysis of computational notebooks by Rule et al. [30] suggests the tensions between exploration and explanation and lack of guidance in resolving that tension adds to this friction.
To understand how DE may be incorporated into the visualization design process we propose a number of designer architypes (see Figure 2) that reflect contrasting approaches. We characterise each by considering the volume of effort put into design exposition (DE amplitude) and how it varies over time. Two represent endpoints on a DE spectrum ('the autonomist' with minimal DE and 'the rationalist' with full DE) and two represent common practice in visualization design and education ('the evaluator' and 'the didacticist'). While DE may be incorporated into the design process in other ways, these four architypes help to surface benefits and difficulties involved in articulating and capturing thoughts on design. 
The Evaluator
The evaluator adopts a model common in larger visualization projects where development follows some prototyping phase exploring design options before one or more periods of user testing and evaluation. Once deployed there may be further more limited opportunities for design options to be considered following user feedback.
The Autonomist
In contrast to the evaluator, the autonomist implements their visualization without any need to be explicit about design choices. They rely on their design skills and experience with a largely implicit consideration of design options. There may be many small and frequent hints of design exposition in, for example, source code comments or coding style.
The Didacticist
The didacticist likes to explain their design choices after they have been made. In contrast to the evaluator and autonomist, design exposition is made post hoc in a reflective or didactic context. Examples include academic design studies (e.g. [17, 32] ), designers' reflective blog posts (e.g. [36] ) or teachers' deconstruction of existing visualizations and students' reflection on their visualization designs.
The Rationalist
The rationalist combines the benefits of frequent design exposition with deeper consideration of design choices. They may adopt formal methods such as design rationale [23] in order to systematise requirements gathering, design space exploration and evaluation. Here DE forms a central part of the development process but also requires significant effort and time.
The DE Frequency Domain
These architypes are not mutually exclusive and most projects will adopt practices that contain elements of many of them. They can be combined into a single model by treating DE over time as a signal and transforming into the frequency domain (much as Fourier transform of a wave signal). This allows us to consider the combined structure of DE that may contain several levels of exposition with different magnitudes and frequencies. And importantly, the trade-offs between DE depth and frequency. When considering DE options, moving either up or right in this space involves more effort, which may explain why the top-right space is not typically populated, and rationalist approaches like design rationale are not adopted more widely. Greater insight can be gained by examining this space in more detail, and in particular the friction involved in moving up or right.
Consider the notion of a unit of effort e that we wish to deploy either in increasing the magnitude m of some design exposition or increasing the frequency f with which exposition is made. Let c be some fixed cost in effort that is required before any exposition can be made (for example, in shifting between visualization construction and documentation environments, or in assembling a mechanism to gather user feedback). We can therefore construct a curve of fixed effort in the frequency domain that describes the trade-off between less frequent deeper exposition and more frequent shallower exposition, which we can consider as a Pareto front (see Figure 4) . Analysis of the DE frequency space helps in defining an effective design exposition strategy in a number of ways. Firstly the increasing surface gradient (lines becoming closer together in Figure 4 ) demonstrates that there are diminishing returns in simply putting more effort in order to document design more frequently (assuming that there is some fixed cost for every DE activity). Secondly it shows that it is prohibitively expensive (exponentially so) to occupy the top-right region of the space, suggesting effective DE improvements are best targeted at 'little but often' strategies. And thirdly, it allows us to explore the effect of reducing that fixed cost, for example by reducing the indirection between arriving at a design choice and articulating the rationale for that choice.
The relative cost of more frequent exposition will depend on the fixed cost of each exposition activity. We can see the effect of different fixed costs by plotting a series of similar curves for various values of c and various amounts of effort e. (see Figure 5 ) This shows (not surprisingly) that the benefits of reducing the fixed cost of DE, through, for example, a literate visualization environment, are greatest in allowing higher frequency low magnitude exposition activity (lowering fixed costs moves curves towards the bottom-right of the space more than the top-left). It is here therefore where effort was focussed in developing a literate visualization environment by reducing the friction involved in creating frequent small DE activities.
IMPLEMENTATION
To support parallel exposition and rich visualization expression we developed litvis -a coding and narrative integrated development environment running as a plug-in for both the Atom (https://atom.io) and Visual Studio Code (https://code.visualstudio.com) editing environments (see Figure 6 ). Output can be exported as standalone HTML or PDF documents and the architecture is such that it could also be embedded within an online web tool. The software and source code, written in TypeScript and Elm, is available from http://litvis.org. The design of litvis was driven by our evaluation of literate programming (see Section 2) and the need to support low friction design exposition. Specifically, a Literate Visualization document authoring environment should:
• use live documents where code development and narrative happen together encouraging evolutionary documentation.
• be quick and easy to author, being no more effort to use than a conventional programming environment.
• use affordances to encourage low-cost DE including prompts for meaningful exposition; ease of exploration of alternative designs and implementations; and non-linear exposition.
•
Textual narrative is added to a document using the lightweight markup language Markdown, which can be optionally styled with the addition of css in the 'less' styling language. This provides a low friction means of constructing formatted prose with a large existing userbase. Specification of visualizations can be made through fenced code blocks in the pure functional language Elm (http://elm-lang. org) and a statically typed wrapper for Vega and Vega-Lite [31] specifically written for litvis (http://package.elm-lang.org/ packages/gicentre/elm-vega/latest). While JSON/-JavaScript may be expressed directly, using Elm provides strict type checking and friendly compile-time error reporting to ensure that only valid JSON Vega/Vega-Lite specifications can be generated. Functional Elm allows code reuse and parameterisation so improving development speed and code clarity.
Vega-Lite and Elm were chosen to provide expressive visualization because their declarative nature makes specifying a visualization somewhat self-documenting, freeing up narrative effort to focus on design exposition. Vega-Lite, based on Wilkinson's grammar of graphics [37] , enhanced with a parallel grammar of interaction and view composition operators, provides both a model of visualization specification familiar to many visualization designers and an expressiveness rich enough to allow design options to be widely explored. Elm-vega's functional language provides a compact and composable interface to Vega and Vega-Lite making the handling of code dependencies by litvis a relatively straightforward task. The result of which is code execution that is independent of the order in which code blocks are placed in a litvis document, so satisfying the requirements for literate 'artistic programming' [35] .
Code Referencing and Code Dependencies
The litvis author can chose how code blocks are referenced and rendered by parameterising code fencing blocks with display attributes. For example, the code block below represents a single line of Markdown followed by code a block in the Elm language to create a simple histogram. The {v} attribute following elm indicating that in the formatted output, the result of executing the code should be visualized. Table  1 shows the full range of attributes available. By default all code blocks within a document share a common programming scope or 'context' implicitly named default. This enables full 'symphonic projection' [35] so that code blocks can be presented in any order to suit the narrative. Multiple contexts can be named each with their own scope allowing parallel but independent program scopes within the same document. This is useful when the litvis author wishes to explore alternative designs in a single document or document collection without the risk of name clashes. One common instance of controlled scoping of contexts is to make a code block independent of all others, and for this we provide the attribute s or siding which is simply a shortcut for isolated follows=default. This allows us to document designs continuously and chronologically ('the autonomist'), but also re-structure these documented records of activity to generate non-chronological narratives from these same records ('the didacticist'). This is important if we are to avoid pitfall 31 of the Design Study Methodology when in the writing phase of a design study: "the order of presentation and argumentation ... should follow a logical thread that is rarely tied to the actual chronology of events due to the iterative and cyclical nature of arriving at full understanding of the problem (PF-31)" [32] . In addition to specifying attributes for code blocks, existing code blocks may be referenced at any point in a document using aˆˆn otation with a similar set of attributes (equivalent to Knuth's identifier in his original WEB literate programming environment). This can be particularly useful when a rendering function is parameterised, with for example different views of a dataset, so that small multiples or user-selected views can be generated. Code block references can be made at any point in a document, so for example, the following could be used to generate sparklines within a paragraph of text: We note that over time price of the first group of products appears to fluctuate : →ˆˆˆelm v=(sparkline "1")ˆˆˆwhile the second group shows a clear decline: →ˆˆˆelm v=(sparkline "2")ˆˆT ogether these code referencing attributes provide a high degree of flexibility in the ordering of code blocks and the views of code presented in the formatted output. Combined with narrative branching (see Section 6) this allows, for example, presentation of two parallel views of the same visualization implementation, one focusing on rendered output and design choices while another focusing on implementation details. It addresses the concern raised by Kery et al. [13] that embedding alternative designs in conventional notebooks can lead to confusing narratives and so deter experimentation. Equally, design elements, such as opacity, shape and size encoding can be parameterised allowing alternative designs to be explored at little cost. To return to the questions we posed at the outset of this paper, a designer might document the same graphics in different ways in different documents intended for their design colleagues, collaborators and students.
NARRATIVE SCHEMAS
The criticism of LP that there is insufficient support in providing effective narrative, helps to motivate the use of narrative schemas to structure narrative sequencing and content. Structuring narrative has several distinct benefits. Primarily it is a form of scaffolding [39] to direct design exposition, analogous to the use of rubrics and 'fortune cookies' [16] in pedagogy. Additionally the act of constraining narrative with enforceable rules may act as a driver for creativity and clarity, as exemplified by the Oulipo movement of Queneau and Le Lionnais [26] . Within the context of LV, the use of narrative schemas aims to provide guidance specifically targeted at visualization design rather than the more general literate programming. While not unique to visualization, providing narrative guidance is especially useful in a visualization culture where sharing the outputs of a visualization design is currently much more common than sharing the rationale behind the design. Litvis is provided with a set of schemas for common approaches to visualization design (described below and in Section 7). Most users of the system would simply link their documents to one or more of these existing schemas, which ensures, at little cost to the designer, that their narrative follows the structure defined in the schema. If it does not, the editor environment flags a warning with an appropriate error message just as it would if there were errors in their code. This can be considered analogous to unit and integration testing in software engineering, providing a benefit to the designer in prompting a systematic approach to design justification with minimal extra cost to the design process. The intention of the litvis design is to integrate the validation of visualization specification and narrative specification so they are seen as a single deeply coupled process.
A narrative schema can be considered a set of labeled elements of a narrative document accompanied by a set of rules that determine how those labels and content are used. It can be thought of as an analogue of schemas more usually found in declarative programming contexts such as JSON and XML schema. By allowing documents to be validated against a schema, we provide a more systematic and convenient way of testing the validity of some written text.
To allow community development and sharing of new schemas, they are designed to be stand-alone documents capable of being used independently of litvis. They are defined in yaml (http://yaml. org) documents comprising a set of labels, some rules that determine how those labels may be used and css styling to determine how they are rendered within an LV document.
Consider for example the writing of a literate visualization document that uses Socratic questioning to explore design options and justifications. The intention of Socratic questioning is to stimulate critical thinking in an accessible way [8] , both directly by the designer(s) and later by others reading the document. At its simplest level, Socratic questioning can be considered a conversation between two voices using the dialectical method. One voice takes the role of the innocent questioner ('Socrates'), the other the defender of the design who responds to the questioner.
A Once defined, labels are inserted into a standard markdown document using {( labelName |} and {| labelName )} to fence blocks of narrative. For example, some Socratic questioning markdown can be specified as → differences between main trendlines, the purpose isn't to allow comparison → of details (which fall within the error bounds of the data) but to → characterise the broad trends in each time period.
Small multiples also highlight the evolution of the trend over time that would be → lost in a single composite. {| voiceB )} Schemas may be arbitrarily combined through composition in order to build new schemas with a more specific focus. For example, a more structured form of Socratic questioning could be generated injecting specific questions such as What are you trying to achieve with this visu- While it has always been possible for visualization authors to create documentation in any style, and litvis fully supports this level of flexibility, there is often a lack of clear guidance on what might be an appropriate approach to take, which may be one of the reasons for the high proportion of undocumented code in notebook environments [30] . Where guidance on the decisions that should be taken is provided, as is the case in important papers that structure visualization design decisions [22, 24] , what to document and how best to document it is often less well specified. And even when the documentation process is clear (e.g. [23, 27] ), the act of documentation may be considered too burdensome to follow routinely. What narrative schemas offer is a flexible approach to document specification that can be light-touch or more prescriptive depending on need.
BRANCHING NARRATIVES
Literate Programming and notebook environments ease the process of integrating textual narrative with executable code and rendered output. Yet in most cases, they do not address what is a common tension between an imposed linear structure of a single document to be read from top to bottom, and the non-linear way in which visualization design, implementation and use can evolve [13] . Sedlmair et al. observe that the linear chronology of development typically does not reflect the narrative sequence assembled for the purposes of argumentation and reflection [32] . Our approach to programming scope enables us to address their recommendation to reassemble chronological narratives in a reflective context through the use of branching narratives. In so doing we reduce the indirection (and therefore effort) between the act of designing and its articulation through design exposition. This also contributes to our efforts to improve the accountability of a visualization design by supporting the contemporaneous capture of design reflection and evaluation [19] .
Rather than constructing monolithic notebook documents, we propose routine use of parallel branching narratives that assemble and structure document trees. This can be helpful in any narrative that involves experimentation with alternative designs, and especially useful in visualization design where this is commonplace. Each branch in a tree can represent alternative potentially competing designs each with their own rationale. Or different branches may represent different views of a visualization and its surrounding narrative, for example with one view designed to elicit user feedback while another focuses on technical exposition. Parallel branches can fork from a common start point and be developed by different members of a design team for later comparison as part of the design process (e.g. [10, 20] ). Selected branches sharing common code blocks may then later be assembled to form a synoptic reflection on some agreed final set of design choices, more closely matching the narrative of an academic design study during reflection and writing (as advocated by Sedlmair et al. [32] ).
In addition to supporting incremental documentation and the synthesis of evidence into reflective documents, we can take advantage of branching narratives to produce specific reporting structures that support and reflect particular visualization design decision models. As Meyer et al. point out when introducing the Nested Blocks and Guidelines Model (NBGM), these offer different levels of formalism [22] , which can be captured in litvis through different schemas. Schema authors determine the different degrees of detail and complexity of rules required.
The NBGM itself is intended to capture the rationale and knowledge associated with visualization design decisions at a more granular level than the original Nested Model on which it is based [24] . It "strives to make explicit the design decisions and assumptions that process models tend to omit" [22] . We strive to support the documentation of those decisions during design. The model's blocks of knowledge and the nesting and guidelines that associate them can be modelled in a simple litvis narrative schema, allowing us to capture and communicate design exposition through this terminology and structure. The schema can be used to validate the reporting of the process should we wish. The level, status and contribution of blocks can be recorded as required by the model and elm-vega graphical output used within the documents as part of the exposition -to visually assess algorithm performance or encoding [24] , or to describe and demonstrate abstractions. The status, contribution and type of guideline can be recorded, along with a description and the blocks that it links. A linear design exposition might use a single document to describe blocks and guidelines (Figure 7 , left). But we can use branching narratives to capture guidelines' more complex relationships between blocks and guidelines through litvis, implementing the model with some sophistication (Figure 7, right) . We can of course produce these structures as designs are developing or do so retrospectively as guidelines may be established through the writing process [32] . This approach affords powerful tools through which we can describe and document "the formalisms afforded by the NBGM for capturing and elucidating visualization design decision rationale" [22] .
Within litvis, document collections are represented as a directed acyclic graph with separate branches each represented as their own markdown file (Figure 7, right) . Child branches are linked to a parent with the follows keyword in the frontmatter of the document. Parent documents are identified by their file name. This provides a simple mechanism for document authors to link files into arbitrary tree structures. Code scoping and referencing (see Section 4.1) allows precise control over the elements of code that are shared between branches.
EXAMPLES
In this section we consider some examples of different approaches to using literate visualization to begin to assess the role that integrated narrative and code execution can play in the visualization design process. The examples range from light-touch prompts to reflect on design choices (Section 7.1), through more formal design evaluation frameworks (Section 7.2) to broader outlooks on visualization approaches (Section 7.3). In all cases, the full litvis documents and schemas can be found at http://litvis.org.
Visualization Idioms
Suppose a designer is considering a new technique ('idiom') for visualising contingency ('crosstab') tables and wishes to be able to justify and therefore validate the idiom [24] both to themselves and others. To assist in that process of evaluation and justification, the designer could link their document to the idiom narrative schema (available at http://litvis.org). The cost of linking to the schema is minimal (one linking statement in the header of the document) and the schema will generate four design prompts, Aim, Description, Architypes and Limitiations. The editor environment will prompt the designer with a warning message if any sections under each of these headings in the document are left empty. The schema forces the designer to declare the purpose of their proposed idiom, explain how to read the graphic ('description' and 'architypes') and to consider the limitations of their design. In this light-touch schema, there is no prescription as to what should be said under each of these headings other than there must be some content. In this context the schema acts simply a low friction aide-mémoire encouraging routine good practice with minimal extra documentation burden. This might prompt both internal reflection during the design process and discussion between designers and others at early stages of development. The part of the litvis document that includes the designer's response to these prompts (see Figure 8) can form its own branch in the document tree structure in parallel with another branch that reuses the implementation code and applies it to some real-world data. This allows two distinct narratives to be generated from the same design process, one focussing on the visualization design rationale, the other on using the visualization to perform data analysis (akin to the more conventional use of computational notebooks). 
Visualization Algebra
Light-touch narrative evaluation through schemas need not mean informal validation. More formal models may be incorporated into literate visualization practice such as those of project-wide scope [17, 22, 32] or models focussed on parts of the visualization design [24] .
In the case of encoding Munzner recommends justifying candidate designs against known principles of perception and cognition [24] . This could be structured against a checklist such as Zuk and Carpendale's potential heuristics [41] , or key tasks such as Cleveland's detection, assembly and estimation [4] .
Alternatively, Kindlmann and Scheidegger [14] provide a theoretical framework for considering the relationship between data, its computational representation and its graphical expression. By representing the transformations between these three stages algebraically, they provide a mechanism for identifying both undesirable transformations ('hallucinators' and 'misleaders') as well as data-insensitive transformations ('confusers' and 'jumblers'). Questions of the existence of these undesirable transformations between the data and visualization spaces can be expressed as logical predicates and so incorporated into the automated validation process. Figure 9 shows formatted litvis output based on an 'algebra' schema that contains user-editable checkboxes for each of these predicates. Documents that haven't had all boxes checked by the designer(s) fail the automated schema validation process in a similar way to failing a test in a unit testing framework. While the evaluation process may be more formal, the intention of the schema is to minimise the documentation effort required to perform the evaluation and so reduce the friction of design exposition.
Feminist Data Visualization
In contrast to the previous examples, branching narratives and narrative schema can be used to reorientate the entire approach to visualization. This is assisted by adopting some established or proposed methodology, framework or philosophy. The manifesto for feminist visualization outlined by D'Ignazio and Klein [7] represents one such perspective. Their recommended approach is based upon critical perspectives drawn from the digital humanities prompted by a set of reflective questions in six broad categories: 'rethink binaries', ' The cost of linking to the schema and providing text under each question is minimal. The effort required in considering these questions may be more significant though. But by at least reflecting on such questions as part of the routine of the data visualization process, the intention is to encourage new approaches to visualizaton design built upon a sound theoretical foundation that may be shared with others. The act of enriching some visualization production with narratives reflecting these perspectives is itself an example of the 'make labour visible' principle as those perspectives and the assumptions they may embody are exposed for critical analysis.
CONCLUSION
By developing litvis, we have created a programming and documentation environment that embodies our ideas of literate visualization that is compatible with the emergence of the 'computational notebook' as a means to code and share narratives. While we frame the contribution in terms of visualization study and practice, it could support any design process that is characterised by non-linear experimentation, that benefits from capturing the design process as it happens and where designers seek guidance in structuring the narratives that describe their practice.
Litvis itself comprises a functional, declarative programming interface to visualization specification ('elm-vega'); pluggable literate visualization modules for the widely used editors Atom and Visual Studio Code; styled formatting of text and code; and live code and document linting, branch linking and validation. Together they provide a platform for supporting the process of literate visualization and development of a rich corpus of design expositions and schemas. The software and the concepts outlined in this paper are readily adaptable to other visualization and notebook environments.
With emergence of notebook environments such as Observable, Jupyter and R-Notebook we are seeing new opportunities being taken up to integrate programming input, rendered output and narrative. Within the academic visualization community we are also seeing a trend towards people publishing their work not just as papers, but with code and datasets in repositories such as GitHub. Together these allow us to explain our visualization, enhancing the way visualization develops as an academic discipline by providing richer and more accountable descriptions of the rationale behind the approaches we take, the reasoning we adopt and the interpretation of the findings we generate. Such descriptions are likely to be useful to academic colleagues, collaborators in application domains, designers and students of visualization. They offer important opportunities for achieving reliability, convincing colleagues, engaging with collaborators, exploring and improving designs, transferring designs across contexts, and for education. This goes beyond the more restrictive view of a 'reproducibility crisis' [6] more suited to quantitative experimental sciences.
The need for a more formal consideration of how we may undertake visualization in this context and what opportunities it offers has led to our proposal for a literate visualization framework. It embraces not just benefits of a richer narrative to accompany visual renderings as an output, but provides assistance in the process of generating that narrative. In particular it recognises that much visualization development is nonlinear, with parallel competing designs that need to be evaluated, and alternative views of our designs that need to be managed concurrently. It also recognises that we cannot rely solely on the ability of individuals to author effective narrative without guidance. Scaffolding that process with narrative schemas enables more structured approaches to be taken and evaluated while also exposing the nature of such structures to evaluation and critique. And finally, and importantly, we must recognise that previous attempts to formalise the documentation of design and software development are often not taken up routinely because they are perceived as too much of an extra burden that outweighs the benefit of doing so. An effective literate visualization environment must therefore make the cost of enriching the accounts of our visualization design low, so that all are encouraged and able to do so. Our design is intended to achieve this and that our own use of the system is positive, but this is unproven. We have however developed a system that can be used and evaluated to establish the extent to which we have lowered the friction of the DE frequency domain and allow some under-supported areas of that space to be explored.
There remain a number of challenges for future work in the field of literate visualization. On a technical level we need to consider how more of the environments in which people design and implement visualization are adaptable to the literate visualization approach. We also see value in enriching the interaction and instrumenting capabilities of litvis so that richer forms of exposition may be captured and shared both within and outside the litvis environment. And we need to continue to lower the cost of working in a literate visualization context. For example, how might use of higher level visualization software such as Tableau take advantage of a literate visualization approach? How can a strongly collaborative working environment conduct literate visualization?
The concept of the narrative schema may provide an opportunity to benchmark particular approaches to design and its documentation, but it is far from guaranteeing Knuth's vision of literate programming having all the depth and nuance of conventional literature. Future work could consider how we might enhance the scaffolding that leads to rich, effective and accountable visualization narrative. Translating some of the existing models of visualization design into validatable schema provides an interesting avenue for future research. There is work to be done in developing schemas to support meta-analysis, in other words to ease the process through which we can compare and buildupon existing collections of literate visualization. We also see great potential in an educational context, where both educators and students have a framework within which to express and evaluate thoughts on visualization design. By lowering the cost of design exposition, new opportunities emerge for a multitude of shared dialogues between all those with an interest in evolving the process of visualization.
